
 

 

Democratizing Enterprise Data: 
Analytics, Visualization, & Discovery  

A Case Study Optimizing Customer Supply Chain  
They say data is the new oil. Businesses large and small are sitting on ever growing reserves 
of data waiting to be made strategic. The 
customer, a F10 Subsidiary Company, was looking 
to leverage real-time supply chain data and help 
optimize delivery costs and times. To grow 
e-commerce revenue and customer loyalty, an 
improvement in delivery costs and times was 
required with the objective of eventually offering 
free shipping and same day delivery for a growing 
number of products.   

A combined partnership between Newstar and the 
Customer, resulted in a solution that enabled 
deeper analytic insights, greater access and visualization of supply chain data, and an 
on-demand team of data scientists and data engineers bringing  speed throughout the data 
analytics process. 

Customer Challenges 
Reducing Shipping Costs 
The physical movement of 
goods continues to be a 
bottleneck for ecommerce. 
Meanwhile fast and free 
shipping remains a strong 
conversion factor and revenue 
driver. 

Predicting Delivery Times 
As customers transition online, 
predicting delivery times and 
reducing delivery times serve 
to improve customer loyalty, 
conversion rates and revenue 
growth.  

Optimizing Inventory 
Predicting demand accurately 
has been a challenge in an 
omnichannel landscape. An 
optimized inventory snapshot 
ensures that both cost and 
delivery times are as low as 
possible. 
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The Solution 
 

 

Managed Data Services 
By providing a dedicated team of data scientists 
and data engineers, customer was able to 
immediately focus on business optimization 
process leaving the talent acquisition challenges 
and team dynamics to us. Professional and cost 
effective data team enabled immediate impact.  
 

 

 

Data + Visualization Platform 
Implementing an open source data aggregation 
and visualization platform will enable 
smart-sourcing of business intelligence via the 
untapped expertise of employees. More talented 
eyeballs means faster issue resolution and 
bottom line impact.  Democratizing data at it’s 
best. 
 
 

 

 

Domain Specific Tooling 
To address domain specific business challenges 
required data cleansing activities, customization 
of pipelines, and data visualization capabilities. 
These in turn required leveraging domain 
expertise and tooling to ensure accurate 
predictive and forecasting capabilities. 

Results 
Via managed data services and a data visualization platform, Newstar and its customer were able to 
shift to a perpetual business optimization process, enabling reduced costs, shorter delivery times and 
improved CX and customer loyalty. 
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